Application Form

2016 China Food & Catering Expo

Please complete, sign, stamp this form and send back to
the organizing committee either by fax or e-mail:

9 - 12 September 2016

Commercial Exhibition Centre,

Hunan International Conference & Exhibition Center

Department of Commerce of Hunan Province
Fax：+86-731-82287195
E-mail：cfce_hn@163.com

1. Company Information
Company Name (Chinese):_______________________________________________________________________________________
Company Name (English):_______________________________________________________________________________________
Country:____________________ Company Address:________________________________________________________________
Legal Representative:________________________

Website:_________________________

Zip Code:_______________________

Contact Person:_____________________________

Position:_________________________

Mobile:________________________

Tel:_______________________________________

Fax:_____________________________

E-mail:_________________________

2. Exhibits Categories (multiple answers are possible):
1.□Cereal & Oil

4.□Leisure Food

7.□Condiments/Seasoning/Ingredients

2.□Liquor/Tea/Diary Drinks

5.□Meat/Seafood/Fruit/Vegetables

8.□Restaurants/Hotels

3.□Imported Food

6.□Machinery/Equipment/Techniques

9.□Service Institutions

10.□Others (please specify here)_____________
3.

3. Company Business Nature:
□Manufacturer/Chain Store

□Agent/Distributor

□Government/Association □Others (please specify here)_____________

4. Participation Cost (for Foreign Exhibitors)
Booth Number:_____________
A. Raw Space Only (min. 36 ㎡)

B. Standard Booth (min. 9 ㎡)

□1 Floor: RMB 1,000/㎡ x________㎡(_______m x_______m)

□1st Floor: RMB 10,000/9 ㎡ x________

□2nd Floor: RMB 880/㎡ x________㎡(_______m x_______m)

□2nd Floor: RMB 8,800/9 ㎡ x________

Remarks:______________________________________________

Total Fee: RMB______________

st

a. After the application form is submitted, 50% of the total fee shall be paid within 5 working days. Time of balance payment will be
informed on the booth confirmation letter.
b. The participation fee already paid will not be refunded if exhibitors unilaterally cancel the participation plan without the consent
of the organizing committee.
C. Please confirm your booth as early as possible. Please fax the proof of payment to: 86-0731-82287195 promptly. The organizing
committee will allocate the booths according to the arrival dates of the fees.

5. Booth Package:
Standard booth includes (min. 9 ㎡): wall paneling, carpeting, 1 negotiation
desk, 2 folding chairs, the lintel board with company name (Chinese&English),
1 power socket (220V), 2 spotlights, 1 waste-paper basket.
8% additional cost will be charged for booths with two sides open.
Raw space only (min. 36 ㎡): floor space only. The exhibitors will bear the expenses
of building and decoration of the booth, venue management fees and other related

6. Payment Account
Beneficiary: Conference & Exhibition Centre of
Hunan Provincial Department of Commerce
Beneficiary's a/cno: 731902112310202
Beneficiary's Bank: China Merchants Bank, H.O.
Shenzhen
SWIFT CODE: CMBCCNBS341/ CMBCCNBSXXX

expenses.

Signature:____________________
(Company official seal)

Date:___________________

Conditions of Participation
1、 General Provision

6、 Reservation Clauses
The Organizers shall provide all exhibition services
within its scope of capability.

Before submitting the “Application Form”, the Exhibitor

The Organizers have the right to, according to the

applying for booths must read all terms of participation

actual situation (such as Force Majeure of disaster,

below in regards to 2016 China Food & Catering Expo

epidemics, war, riots as well as act of a government

carefully. The Exhibitor that has submitted the

and the insufficiency in the number of exhibitors,

“Application Form” shall be deemed by the Organizers to

etc.), postpone, reduce in scale, shorten the duration

have accepted such terms of participation.

or cancel temporarily the whole or part of the

2、 Contract Establishment

exhibition. In the case of full or partial delay or

The exhibitor that applies for participation of the

reduction of the exhibition, the contract is applicable

exhibition must complete and submit the “Application

to the new exhibition period, unless the Exhibitor

Form”. After receiving the booth confirmation from the

raises an objection within 5 workdays after being

Organizers, the contract with legal effect between the

notified

Exhibitor and the Organizers in regards to booth rental

participation fee paid will not be refunded, and the

officially takes effect.

expenses incurred to the Exhibitor will not be

3、 Booth Allocation

of

the

adjustment,

otherwise,

the

compensated for. If the exhibition is cancelled

The Organizers shall ensure reasonable allocation of all

temporarily,

booths, and arrange booth locations according to the

participation fee to the Exhibitor free of interest, and

exhibits segments.

other losses will be borne by each side respectively

Under special circumstances, the Organizers have the

and no relevant responsibilities will be investigated.

right to reallocate or change certain individual stands,

the

Organizers

will

refund

the

7、 Waiver

booth size, exits or entrance of the exhibition hall and

The Organizers are not liable for damages of exhibits

make other necessary alterations. Under the above

and booth fittings arising from employees and other

circumstances, if the interests of the Exhibitor is proved

representatives of the Exhibitor.

to have been damaged unreasonably, the Exhibitor will

The Organizers are exempt from all liabilities for the

has the right to cancel their participation in written

requirement of rental reduction and losses and

notice within 5 workdays after receiving the change

damages incurred to the Exhibitor arising from the

notice from the Organizers.

Organizers’ faults in rental matters, errors in

4、 Booth Construction and Design

exhibition area allocation, booth build-up, booth

The Organizers are liable for overall build-up of shell

design approval and catalogue entry, problems

scheme booths, and Exhibitors contracted to such booth

caused by exhibition area adjustment and other poor

are obliged to ensure no damage will incurred to

services, and in which circumstances the Organizers

equipments and facilities. In the case of any loss or

have not received written objections in a timely

damage of equipment and facility caused by the

manner, unless the losses and damages incurred to

Exhibitor, the Organizers have the right to require the

the Exhibitor is caused by malicious destruction or

Exhibitor to make compensation for such loss or

gross negligence of its employees and other

damage.

representatives.

Exhibitors contracted to raw space booths shall be liable

8、 Intellectual Property

for design, build-up and safety during construction. The

The Exhibitor must comply with “Settlement of

Exhibitor shall also be obliged to ensure that all works

Complaint Against the Infringement of Intellectual

meet the Provisions on Management of Special

Property Rights” set forth according to relevant

Construction and technical regulations of Poly World

regulations (Refer to the Exhibitor Service Manual for

Trade Center Expo.

specific methods), the Exhibitor must neither disturb

The layout of exhibits and the stand design should be

the normal trade order nor exhibit any exhibit that

planned in consideration of no visual or audio impact on

infringes upon intellectual properties of others. In

neighboring booth. No part of any structure decoration

the case that an exhibit is suspected by the

(including lighting and AV items), equipment and exhibit

Organizers of infringement and the Exhibitor cannot

is allowed to extend beyond the boundaries of the

put to the proof of non-infringement, the Organizers

space contracted. Otherwise, the Organizers have the

right to prohibit the exhibitor from exhibition. Where an

shall take immediate measures to stop the display of

exhibitor repeatedly violates the rules and thus

the exhibits. If an infringement verdict has been

incurring dissatisfaction and obstruction, the Organizers

made by the People’s court or the intellectual

have the right to terminate the participation contract

property administration, and such verdict has taken

immediately and the participation fee paid by the

legal effect, but the Exhibitor continues to display the

Exhibitor will not be refunded. During the opening

exhibits, the Organizers have the right to withdraw

hours of the exhibition, the Exhibitor must ensure its

the exhibition badges from the Exhibitor or disqualify

designated staff and exhibits are available at the booth.

the Exhibitor from participation in the current

The Organizers have the right to remove exhibits that

exhibition, and any consequences arising therefore

are in violation of the law against unfair competition or

shall be borne by the Exhibitor.

relevant laws and regulations or beyond the category of

9、 Supplementary Provisions

exhibits.

The Organizers will send the Exhibitor Service

The Exhibitor is only allowed to carry out negotiation

Manual to the Exhibitor, and the Exhibitor shall read

and reception activities within the space contracted.

relevant contents carefully and in a timely manner,

5、 Terms of Payment
The Exhibitor must make the advance payment for
booth application before the deadline (please refer to
the “Application Form”). Full payment before August 15,
2016 is the prerequisite for obtaining the exhibitor
passes and catalogue entry.
The Exhibitor must remit all funds to the bank account
specified by the Organizers. Where payments are not
made in due time, the Organizers have the right to
charge the Exhibitor overdue fine. In the case of default
of payment, the Organizers have the right to terminate
the participation contract, and the participation fee paid
will not be refunded.

and promise to strictly comply with all regulations
related to the exhibition.

